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Dimens, surfaces, andspin structures

definition:a bipartite map), I) is a pair where

is a bipartite graph, & vertices vertices

is a closed, oriented surface, genus

embedding
C

C

~

face, closure-disk

there exists abstract weight WIED, Iedge

Example. bipartite map). 1) on torus



definition:as before, the weight of a dimen

configuration 8of is wo w(ED

&(f

observation:the symmetric difference 88of

two dimers &and Iis disjoint union of simple

cycles in, and determines homology class

88c(i.e)

definition:for UC ( i.2) the 2 dimen partition
function is -
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dimerson
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where Iis a fixed reference dimer



definition:a basteley orientation &of 1, I is

an edge orientation (EDC) 1-edges such that
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faces

=>co

where *DES ·
remark:if Iis basteley and c is a verter then

-(E) S *DE) if*DE) if

defines a basteley orientation;aand * are said

to be gauge equivalent

remark:label edges =C8by 4...., 8 and label

a verters ( by: (K...., 8 if car and Iis

labeled by:where 27



definition:the basteleyn matric **is the c

matric whose entry is

a) -).w)-l
Theorem. (Cimasoni Peshetikhin)

Ger ** 28.
~ *D2D, W

wo Ti.al

where & S *DE) and 2. Di.e).
&(f

is an a
valued quadratic form depending on both

the reference dimer 8and basteley orient.

remark:Kuperberg has a construction, using I

and *, which creates a vector field by on with

even index singularities. From ly a cohomology class

E IPs: all where Po is a principalI

SeDDD bundle, i.e. a spin stuclure
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definition:let *$-: faces of 1, 18 be a set

of independent variables. Let wIE) be the associated

face induced edge weight for an edge of 1, 1
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remark:we workup to isotopy and verter

blow ups and blow downs

= -X



definition:let). I be a bipartite mapwith face

induced edge weights. the spider move associated

to a quadrilateral face is local transformation
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exchange relation

definition:using the spider more we can transport

a dimer 8 on 1. 1 to a dimerson 1, 1
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observation:let Ibe a reference dimer for 1, 1

and let 8be a dimer for 1.1) obtained by

transporting &using the spider move then

12 12
for any WC D i.e1

where e

faces

definition:we can also transport a basteley orient.

*on 1. I to a basteley orient. " on 1, 1
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1. Dwith aD, D with a

observation:the spider move on basteley orients.

is well defined and is an involution



Conjecture:let 8and a be a reference dimer

and basteley orient. on 1, 1;let 8and a

be their counterparts on 1.1 then the quadratic

forms &and *are equal


